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“[A] masterpiece . .Kirkus  an astonishing publication that will keep you questioning your own life and
political views .””s  .”Publisher’—USA TodayIn medical school, Paul Farmer discovered his existence’
Paul Farmer. Tracy Kidder’ Its stark feeling of fact comes as much from the grit between the pages
as from the pure gold those webpages spin.(starred review) Profound and powerful, Mountains
Beyond Mountains takes us from Harvard to Haiti, Peru, Cuba, and Russia as Farmer changes
people’s minds through his dedication to the philosophy that “ .In this phenomenal work, Pulitzer
Prize-winner Kidder immerses himself in and beautifully explores the rich drama that exists in the life
of Dr.Compliment for Mountains Beyond Mountains“A true-to-life fairy tale, one which inspires you to
trust in happy endings .s soul, letting the reader peek in and find what truly makes the nice doctor
tick. .s magnificent account shows how one individual can make a difference in solving global health
issues through a clear-eyed understanding of the interaction of  . .Conveniently the most fascinating,
most entertaining and, yes, most inspiring work of nonfiction I’Stunning . .ve read this season.Cathy
Burke, People“Evaluations —John Wilkens, The San Diego Union-Tribune“Laura Claridge, Boston
Sunday World“ .”—Charles Matthews, San Jose Mercury Information“It’ll fill you equally with wonder
and hope.”— Mountains Beyond Mountains will move you, restore your faith in the ability of one
person to make a difference in these increasingly maddening, dispiriting situations.”s calling: to
remedy infectious diseases also to bring the lifesaving equipment of modern medicine to those who
need them most.the only real nation is humanity.— . Throughout, Kidder captures the nearly saintly
effect Farmer has on those whom he treats.”Nicholas Thomas, — Kidder opens a windowpane into
Farmer’Weekly (starred examine)“[A] experienced and graceful exploration of the soul of an
astonishing human being. .— .”politics, wealth, public systems, and disease.
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Inspiring and Disturbing This book offers a glimpse not only in to the medical and sociological
challenges of Haiti and other impoverished regions, but into the culture of these who serve, support
those that serve and perhaps obstruct those that serve. Mr. This publication has transformed me
and many others I am sure. If he was a Catholic they might make him a saint. Kidder did a
fantastic work capturing Paul Farmer's character, dedication, dedication and single-minded
concentrate, but I still emerged away not fully understanding what drives him at his core. Mountains
Beyond Mountais: The Quest of DR. Regardless, I applaud Mr. Farmer and the thousands of other
unnamed global servants who engage on a life level helping those that most need help. Great
writing, great story, great doctor This is one of my all-time favorite books. Kidder's "Mountains
Beyond Moutains" Inspires Thank you Tracy Kidder. Paul Farmer, among the true heroes of our
time, as he tirelessly fights the spread of drug-resistant TB and along the way improves the quality
of life in the country of Haiti and additional communities around the world. This lack of understanding
my be my fault as I've been trained to seek a "root cause" when I analyze a situation, in a culture
where everyone has an agenda.Paula Farmer, Who Would Cure the World This book tells the story
of a remarkable physician. Farmer with the energy to inspire others to check out in his footsteps.
Paul Farmer --- A True Hero if ever someone merited that Distinction Tracy Kidder's "Mountains
Beyond Mountains" may be the remarkable story of Paul Farmer. Very Educational and Eyesight
Opening I had to learn this book for college summer work thus of course We went into it not having
high hopes, nonetheless it ended up being probably the most educational and eye starting nonfiction
stories I ave ever browse. He travels the world assisting to solve complications of the untractable
infectious illnesses using often no non-sense epidemiological methods and motivating the
neighborhood health workers to do miracles. I am humbled: I am your physician, but hardly ever
could have done what he's doing every day time! A huge of nonfiction writing, Tracy Kidder,
provides a vivid and shifting accounts of the herculean attempts of Dr. Kidder strikes the proper
balance about Farmer in this publication. Farmer, we are fortunate if we understand we are in the
presence of someone who is normally living out his or her mission without holding back. Reading this
story, my takeaway was this: When we do have event to meet people like Dr. I sensed as though
I'd walked every mile with Paul Farmer through remote control mountain villages where he helped
people suffering from maladies that got root in the midst of poverty, isolation and lack of knowledge.
Nice story Great read Exceeded expectations. Worth our gratitude and support. Dr. It is NOT a
story of another kindly doctor but a well informed story of a modern saint , warts and all. There is
absolutely no syrupy emotional hype in the book, but direct telling of the daily life and struggles of
this physician in the face of almost unsurmountable complications, and the remarkable outcomes. I
knew nothing at all of Farmer prior to starting this publication and left with a feeling of awe and
inspiration both for he offers accomplished and how accomplished it. He enjoys his work and his
sufferers. His selfless devotion to the fitness of those in intense poverty and the task he and his
business, Partners in Health, did in Haiti, Russia and Peru (what Kidder covers in this reserve) has
saved countless lives of nameless and faceless people in conditions words could hardly do justice. It
had been hard to put this publication down. He doesn't exalt him to saintly status. The guy can
marvel and chronicle the relentless work and insane speed that Farmer keeps while not glossing
over character characteristics that undoubtedly frequently frustrate Kidder and probably make
Farmer challenging in the eyes of many that deal with him. Adult reading material. During this era of
celeb and athletic worship, Farmer may be the type of specific we should be celebrating and
exalting as a true hero and I'm happy someone as achieved as Tracy Kidder wrote such a
compelling publication about him. No matter your political leanings, just the most jaded and bad
person could read this reserve rather than come away relatively mesmerized by Farmer --- and feel



a little bit inferior simultaneously. He could live a comfy life in Boston on the top of the Medical
establishment, but he chooses to live among the poorest of the poor in Haiti, where he constructed
a clinic for them. There have been many lifestyle lessons that I learned throughout the novel and
many lessons coping with world health background, racism, diversity, politics, and the issue of
poverty in the world. . Great information therefore personal! Surely, the world will be a better place!
Beyoncé-level inspiration Full of love and courage—an antidote to despair. He sets up an organization
so his work can continue without him. Let’s build a “Home of Yes” with staff/stuff/space/systems,
accompaniment, and the functions of mercy, and reimagine a motion for global health collateral
using a social justice, historically-educated, reparative, and preferential-option-for-the-poor approach
to create an equity strategy. Paul Farmer brings us back again to considering individual lives. I
wonder what would happen if everyone with the capacity of understanding it read this publication.
Paul Farmer's heart for the Haitian people and their plight is clearly revealed . The abject poverty
and dire need for health care for all,not just those suffering from TB and HIV or Helps, is clearly
demonstrated, and the compassion, tenacity and selflessness of Dr. Farmer is something we all can
emulate. For instance, despite Farmer's achievement with Partners in Health, Kidder wonders
whether it is sustainable without him and his drive of will, perseverance and character. Great price
Good cost. Passionately, tirelessly and with perseverance. The amount of is one life worth?
Sometimes we get caught up in global taking into consideration the worth of life. Enlightening read.
Farmer's watch of most human life being worth a chance to live is definitely refreshing in an period
of global narcissism. It's about ministering to the main one. Superb An inspiring memoir that doesn't
shy away from the harsh realities that still face many Haitians and additional impoverished
communities around the world A life of service Pulitzer Prize winning author documents the life span
of Doctor Paul Farmer by following him in to the far corners of the earth. Kidder will an admirable
job by providing a precise and respectfully written portrayal of Dr. Farmer chooses to devote his
existence to treating some of the neediest most neglected souls on earth. In an period where people
bandy about the term hero fairly freely, Farmer truly deserves that moniker. He especially adores
the Haitians where much of his work takes place. Forget about stupid deaths. Mr.
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